A Norman Rockwell Setting
"Bull’s Bridge
is nothing short
of spectacular.”
– TOM FAZIO

SOUTH KENT, CONNECTICUT: Along with all the perks that come as a resident in the Northeast, one
of the most vibrant regions in the country, are the hassles, stress, and congestion of living among several of
America’s best—and biggest—cities.
Located less than a two-hour drive from the financial center of the world is Bull’s Bridge Golf Club.
“There are numerous examples of exclusive clubs in
far-flung destinations that have defined destination
golf,” said Ted Kohler, director of membership. “Bull’s
Bridge offers the same vibe for Northeasterners without the need to step aboard an airplane.
“Our club provides a certain calmness in a region
surrounded by a sea of humanity,” continued Kohler.
“One visit will leave an indelible impression as you traverse our Tom Fazio design that plays through foothills
of The Berkshires. A combination of an expert caddie
program and no tee time policy in a private setting amid nature is hard to replicate.”
The majority of the club’s membership roster consists of senior executives from Wall Street. “Many lead
highly stressful jobs and Bull’s Bridge is their release to relax and enjoy family time focused on golf. Tom
Fazio was the perfect match for the culture trying to be established. Many top private clubs in our state are
tree lined and penal,” described Kohler. “Our course is classic Fazio that’s very playable—ideal for the recreational golfer who wants their course to be set up so their rounds of golf are challenging but fun.”
This season, Bull’s Bridge has partnered with
Troutbeck, a boutique country property lauded by Vogue,
Forbes, and Departures for overnight accommodations.
“Our membership offerings are some of the most
progressive in the Northeast,” concluded Kohler. “We
offer four different membership options that are tiered
to your age versus your usage.” ■
For more information on membership, please visit
BullsBridgeGolfClub.com.

“ONE OF THE TOUGHEST SHOTS you will face at Bull’s Bridge is pitching to a pin with the green running away from you.
To be successful, be sure you keep your weight on your left foot, hinge the club, and allow your arms to swing by you.”
– PAUL RAMEE, DIRECTOR OF GOLF AT BULL’S BRIDGE, AND TWICE RECOGNIZED
IN “BEST TEACHERS IN STATE” BY GOLF DIGEST

